RESPONSE TO POLICE BEHAVIOUR
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ALTHOUGH WE LIVE IN INTERESTING TIMES WE ARE
NOT ALONE.
I realise that the Victorian Police Force has had some very
poor optics recently. However let's pause for a moment and
put things into perspective.
Not all Police are brutes, not all Police like what they are
being ordered to do. Not at all Police use aggressive tactics.
Police do not enjoy not being respected. Not all Police are
power hungry mongrels. Not all Police are rogues. Not all
Police believe they are above the law.
Police enlisted because they believe in doing the right thing, a career, sworn to protect society and assets,
contribute to the well being of citizens, a political, follow instructions according to the law, well educated,
knowledgeable, skilled and well trained.
They (Police) too have parents, children, families, friends and relatives, concerns, health issues, anxiety, points
of view, subject to the same laws as other citizens and subject to the same lockdown provisions when off duty.
Therefore consider all of the above when confronted with any Police that demonstrate unacceptable or
inappropriate behaviour in a mature manner.
My advice to unacceptable and inappropriate Police behaviour is as shown below:
Calm down
Stand your ground
Ask questions
Be courteous
Dont argue
Listen to Police
Find out all the facts first
Obtain video evidence
Seek out a good lawyer
Use the legal system
Make complaint to Police
After a while statistics of Police behaviour creates the groundswell of public outcry. I know it's difficult but
controlling ones emotions is probably the most difficult thing to do. The Police are trained to react to behaviour
they believe is likely to cause harm to themselves, yourself and to others.
Not all Police like what they are being ordered to do. Therefore be rational, mature and do not lose your cool or
give the Police any reason to detain you. Stand your ground in a mature manner and listen.
REMEMBER THAT WE LIVE IN INTERESTING TIMES YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
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LINKS
The following are some of the matters that are of concern. You the reader make your own mind up.
POLITICAL RESPONSE
https://www.facebook.com/22265760886/posts/10157462399105887/
https://www.facebook.com/107637365950776/posts/3696434637071013/
https://www.facebook.com/107637365950776/posts/3694067550641055/
https://www.facebook.com/9News/videos/787629048731091/
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=815133175900640&id=107637365950776
https://www.facebook.com/457673070969056/posts/3199448710124798/
POLICE RESPONSE
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3696389717075505&id=107637365950776
https://www.facebook.com/107637365950776/posts/3696599993721144/
https://www.facebook.com/107637365950776/posts/3699892316725245/
https://www.facebook.com/835903336519761/posts/3014592481984158/
https://twitter.com/OzraeliAvi/status/1305004087906164737…
https://www.facebook.com/711042602609589/posts/1247295032317674/
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2994231587524407&id=223490127695966
PUBLIC RESPONSE
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/…/b89f738403960baa2b742396…
https://www.facebook.com/111416688885713/posts/4068356919858317/
https://www.facebook.com/9News/videos/877540032777870/
https://www.facebook.com/45388134977/posts/10151536701519978/
https://m.facebook.com/story.php…
https://www.facebook.com/711042602609589/posts/1244774992569678/
MEDIA RESPONSE
https://www.facebook.com/457673070969056/posts/3211480508921618/
STATE HEALTH RESPONSE
https://www.facebook.com/104494094711302/posts/119248376569207/
MEDICAL
https://www.facebook.com/107637365950776/posts/3703210229726787/
ARRESTS
https://www.facebook.com/111416688885713/posts/4071031496257526/
https://www.facebook.com/YeminiReport/videos/1127120671017070/
https://www.facebook.com/223490127695966/posts/3586785784699700/
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=419735758991017&id=122689676316

